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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FIRM INTRODUCTION
Ensemble Capital Management, founded in 1997, is a 100% employee-owned San Francisco Bay Area investment firm with $1.07 billion of

institutional and high-net-worth assets under management. The firm offers separately managed accounts and the Ensemble Fund (ENSBX)

as investment vehicles for the concentrated equity strategy, comprising $780 million in assets. In addition to active investment management

offerings, Ensemble Capital provides tailored wealth management solutions and philanthropic planning services to clients.

STRATEGY INTRODUCTION
The strategy represents a long-only equity offering that invests in competitively-advantaged businesses which can be purchased at compelling

prices based on their long-term earnings potential. It is a high-conviction, concentrated, unconstrained strategy with a benchmark agnostic

portfolio construction. Central to the security analysis is verifying the existence and sustainability of a company’s moat. These competitive

advantages have the most influence on rates of return on invested capital over time. High returns on invested capital, which are far more

persistent than high growth rates, result in more distributable cash per dollar of reported earnings.

ALIGNMENT
Sean Stannard-Stockton, President and Chief Investment Officer, has the majority of his invested net worth in the strategy.

o 15 to 30 securities, primarily mid-to-large company 

equities, that are traded on U.S. exchanges

o Characterized by competitively advantaged business models 

rather than by simplistic growth and value characteristics

o Higher than average tangible returns on invested capital

o Portfolio weightings driven by the degree of confidence in 

the long-term business model, and discount to fair value

o Individual holding weights ranging from 1% to 10%

o Disciplined framework of target weights and maximum 

weights at both cost and market

o Cash is a residual of the investment process; there is never a 

target percentage for cash nor a mandate to be fully invested

o Active share generally >90%

PORTFOLIO EXPECTATIONS
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INVESTABLE

MANAGEMENT MOAT

FORECASTABLE

Complexity

trap?

Stewardship

trap?

Commoditization

trap?

VALUE CREATION

Does management understand and 

execute on creating economic value?

CAPITAL ALLOCATION

Does management thoughtfully 

weigh dividends, buybacks, M&A, 

and debt repayment?

INTEGRITY

CULTURE

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

ROIC & GROWTH FOCUS

VISIONARY/OPTIMIZER

DURABILITY

How likely will the moat be intact 

in 10 years?

RELEVANCE

How likely will customers value 

the product/service in 10 years?

IDIOSYNCRATIC BUSINESS

PRICING POWER

REINVESTMENT MOAT VS

LEGACY MOAT

EMERGING MOAT

UNDERSTANDABLE

Do the business dynamics of the 

company match our investment 

team’s expertise?

FORECASTABILITY

Does the business lend itself to 

accurate forecasting of long-term 

outcomes?

TARGET INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY
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Ferrari
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• Overview

• Financial History

• Company History

• Why is Ferrari Unique and Valuable for Customers

• Business Model

• Creating Value by Extending the TAM

• Valuation and Conclusion



“The most difficult part of my job is to say no” 

– Enrico Galliera, Ferrari Chief Marketing and Chief 

Commercial Officer
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Among the most valuable cars in the world, Ferrari tops the 

list with the 1962 250 GTO worth nearly $50MM and ranks 

the highest in the number of models that are most sought 

after:
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Ferraris account for 4 of the top 5, 7 of the top 10, 28 of the 

top 50 most valuable cars ever sold at auction.
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Ferrari’s Business History
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• Founded in 1939 by Enzo Ferrari

• In its modern history, Ferrari was 90% owned by Fiat, which was founded and 

controlled by the Agnelli family. 

• Under CEO Sergio Marchionne’s leadership at Fiat, Ferrari was spun out as a 

standalone company, with an IPO of 10% of the company in October 20, 2015 

followed by a distribution of remaining Fiat owned shares in early 2016.  

• John Elkann, the chosen heir of the Agnelli family, CEO of Exor and Chairman 

of Ferrari, controls 24% of Ferrari stock with Piero Ferrari still controlling 

10%.

• Ferrari was the “crown jewel” buried within Fiat’s portfolio of brands and by 

spinning it out, its late CEO Marchionne was able to implement a value 

unlocking strategy to polish the “rough diamond” as it emerged from within 

the more “pedestrian” Fiat business.



Performance of stock since IPO has done very well against the S&P 500, roughly

quadrupling the index performance as financial performance and expectations of

ultimate leverage in margins and sustainability of growth set in the market.
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• During period 2012-19, EBITDA margins grew 100bps per yr as Marchionne’s

ambition targeted Hermes EBITDA margins of 36.5% vs Ferrari’s 26.4% in 2017...

after hitting $1B EBITDA (30.4% margin) two years earlier than target, company

officially set sights higher after its capital markets day in 2018 under leadership of

new CEO Louis Camillieri – 38% EBITDA by 2022 (pre-Covid, maybe delayed a year

post-Covid).
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• Ferrari had been very conservative on unit and price growth, both reset higher under 

Marchionne and Camillieri, as well as growing geographic penetration, collectively 

growing TAM for company (more on this later).

• More opportunity ahead as company executes on growth and margin strategy



What makes these Ferraris so valuable? 

- History and Exclusivity.
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• Ferrari has always produced fewer cars than the market has demanded, while its

desirability dates back to the days of its founder Enzo Ferrari.

• While luxury generally has a “je nai se quoi” quality about it, in terms of what causes a

thing to be so desired by those with means, the genesis of Ferrari’s brand dates back to its

roots when its founder Enzo Ferrari, a passionate race driver and racing enthusiast, spun out

of Alpha Romeo’s auto racing team and set out on his own in the late 1930’s.



– Legend has it that Enzo was a very stubborn man and he only cared about racing.

– The number of people who wanted one of his Ferraris was greater than the number of cars he 

built… but he just cared only for racing and selling enough cars to raise enough money to design 

and build the new race cars he needed for the next season.  
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Enzo chose who had the privilege to buy his cars – this ethos of a 

focus on performance, exclusivity, and privilege has stuck with the 

Ferrari brand, its culture, and its products to the modern day.



Why is Ferrari Unique?
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• Ferrari is an exclusive club… of the globally privileged and successful.

• Perhaps, along with other “peerless” European brands it alludes to some character of

legacy, craftsmanship, or exclusivity – Hermes, Patek Phillipe, Brunello Cucinelli, Gucci,

Cartier, Louis Vuitton. No other supercar brand has quite its heritage.

• Buying its cars is the cost of entry.

• People buy Ferraris for the emotional experience in brings, the status it conveys, and for

their collectability. Its mechanical art, that can be appreciated in many ways.

• The people that buy Ferraris are those that want to be a part of the global club or network.

It’s the type of experience that is unique for people with means, that can genuinely stir

excitement for them (or jealousy)!

• For its top customers, an ability to buy the most exclusive models by invitation only – as a

“gift”.

• Win-Win-Win business model for customers, company and stakeholders, and shareholders.



Ferrari’s Value for Customers:
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• Cars are Ferrari’s main product, enjoyed for the experience but also vehicles to a membership to 

exclusive network. 

• Entry level cars are a gateway into the club and signal success/status/exclusivity. 

• More limited production models can also good investments, regularly valued more than purchase 

value upon delivery. 

• Company also organizes events for tiers of customers, creating opportunities to enjoy Ferrari’s 

cars and meet fellow Ferraristas – track events, drives, new model premiers, etc.

• The intimate ties with F1 also means that Ferrari has had special place as a partner in the event 

series, while earning an estimated $200MM in revenue in 2019 from rev share and prize winnings 

as well as associated sponsorships which gross up to over $500MM (all inclusive figure includes 

licensing, etc.)

• F1 also main marketing vehicle for Ferrari, the company does no other advertising. It literally gets 

paid to perform its advertising on the track, while F1 development ties directly into R&D for future 

car technologies and designs. 

• Trip to Maranello accompanying customers for Icona – Monza launch 

https://intrinsicinvesting.com/2019/01/10/joining-the-winners-club-with-ferrari/


Ferrari’s business (2019)
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• Cars and parts (77% and growing)

• Sponsorship, Brand licensing, Commercial (15%)

• Engines for Maseratti (5% going to 0% after agreement expires in 2021)

• Financing and other (3%)



Ferrari’s Business Model:
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• Beauty of Ferrari’s model is that it is based on exclusivity – it’s a Veblen good, so customers are

relatively price sensitive in the opposite direction of normal economic price/demand relationships

→ have to raise prices over time to keep up with growth in customers’ wealth in order to

remain exclusive!

• Limit supply to maintain pricing in the market and preserve its collectability, brand value

• Moat preservation and ROIC realization – as a small specialty manufacturer, was able to

generate over 100%+ ROIC – this was what attracted us to study the company in the first place.

• Management realizes value creation opportunity and relevance preservation via extending its

growth runway into relevant adjacent segments – hybrid technology (later EV), (not)-SUV, mid-

engine sports car, Icona limited series, design centric cars

• Focus on increasing price mix (“favor revenue over volume”), drive higher margins

• Ferrari has so far been successful in growing its shipments from 6,000 units to 10,000 over

the past decade.

• While market demand/pricing feedback will be important in getting the mix right while preserving

exclusivity equation without even approaching saturation for the brand, odds look good that Ferrari

will be able to increase its shipments in a sustainable way towards 15K units by expanding

segments that its products address, bringing more new HNW customers into brand.



Ferrari Business Model:
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• Supply limited, highly desirable product sold to wealthy customers means high visibility and

forecastability – 12-24 month wait lists are common on new models, significant deposits on

exclusive limited production cars.

• ~2/3 of orders from existing customers, generally working their way up loyalty ranks to get

invitation to purchase exclusive models, with both collector, exclusivity, and appreciation benefits

– when a customer must cancel order, typically have another nipping at their heels to take their

place in line.

• Orders, shipments, and financial results resilient through one of the greatest recessions in 2

generations, GFC 2009-11 as a result. Covid 2020 recession shutdown production for 7 weeks,

constraining supply, thereby impacting results more with minimal order cancellations.



Ferrari Business Model:
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• 2018-22 plan involves increased pace of investment in R&D and capex to build out new

model segments, in-house hybrid/EV technology; initially reduce ROIC till new models ship

• Smart capital allocation prioritizes internal investment to extend brand and leverage R&D,

manufacturing, and SG&A; investing in employees (education, COVID safety), dealer network

programs, and supplier relationships; regular dividend and share buybacks. Utilize debt capacity

prudently amidst very low interest rates with opportunity for more leverage and buybacks.



Ferrari Business Model:
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• At the 2018 Capital Markets Day, Ferrari guided to 15 new models to be launched by 2022, with

9 still left to go. Management signaled launches on track though COVID related production ramp

delay of about 1 quarter on SF90 production ramp.

• The SF90 Stradale is the first production model plug-in hybrid to be introduced, with 60%

of model line up expected to be hybrids by 2022.

• The Stradale broke into a new price point starting at 450K for a production car, with nearly

1000bhp and performance in the range of the $1-2MM hypercars, demonstrating the value that

Ferrari can add for owners and the pricing power can command for its technology development

and performance enhancement.
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• Historically, Ferrari has been conservative in the number of cars it has produced… less than 

7000 cars per year and limited the types of cars to primarily sports cars.

• Brand exposure to ~400MM fans globally via F1 racing (+every 15yr old!) but form factors/ 

functional characteristics limited realizable market, e.g. China, family buyers

• Today Ferrari estimates 0.05% global market penetration on 18MM HNW individuals but our 

higher bar based on $10MM new worth still shows 0.5% penetration…

Extending TAM and Value Creation



• Beginning with Porsche, whose iconic 911 high end sports car and luxury car makers have 

demonstrated strong interest by consumers for extensions to brand line ups to incorporate their 

use cases beyond performance oriented models – performance utility vehicles, with Cayenne and 

Macan SUVs accounting for ~50% of total Porsche volumes
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Extending TAM and Value Creation
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Extending TAM and Value Creation

• At the 2018 Capital Markets Day, Ferrari unveiled its extensions to traditional performance 

focused sports car lineup, with new regular series of limited production high end 

design+performance category called Icona Series and extension of production Grand Touring 

cars with the Puro Sangue “utilitarian” model capping its extension during 2019-2022 period.

• The Puro Sangue will allow Ferrari enthusiasts to have a more practical supercar to use 

regularly… which one would have been skeptical of a market for, but there is one!
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Extending TAM and Value Creation

• Given range mix other car makers have seen, and its predominantly been incremental sales 

into the new SUV category to brand enthusiasts, estimates for Ferrari to only sell ~10% mix of

Puro Sangue look very conservative, especially with better product fit for Chinese market.

• The Puro Sangue very likely to be a production hybrid, which as SF90 Stradale 

demonstrates, will command a big price premium, so the pricing assumptions could be 

conservative. This is true across the entire spectrum of cars that will be shifting over to the hybrid 

drivetrain as Ferrari will make its margin on the added innovation and performance improvements.
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Valuation

• Ferrari is a unique IP based company – expect long term ROIC >40% 

• Strong ability to raise prices inline with growth in target customers’ wealth (in fact have to do this to 

stay exclusive) and transition to hybrid/EV

• We assume that terminal EBITDA margins will be about 40% after an explicit period of of 10-12% 

revenue growth over the normalized, post COVID period 2021-2026 with revenue doubling from 2019 

levels thru 2026 to ~ Eu 7B. Expect mature growth rate thereafter inline with global GDP.

• Driven by the high profitability and cash generation ability of the business, our valuation methodology 

results in a terminal P/E multiple of 27x, when growth and profit margins reach maturity

• We believe Ferrari is worth Euro 195
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Valuation

• Cross-check with historical multiples (only 5yrs of RACE history) and closest peers by business and 

financial characteristics
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DISCLOSURES
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DISCLOSURES

Ensemble Capital is an SEC registered investment adviser; however, this does not imply any level of skill or training and no inference 
of such should be made. This content is being provided for informational purposes only. The opinions referenced herein are as of the 
date of publication and are subject to change without notice and due to changes in the market or economic conditions may not 
necessarily come to pass. Nothing contained herein should be construed as a comprehensive statement of the matters discussed,
considered investment, financial, legal, or tax advice, or a recommendation to buy or sell any securities, and no investment decision 
should be made based solely on any information provided herein. Ensemble Capital does not become a fiduciary to any reader or
other person or entity by the person’s use of or access to the material. The reader assumes the responsibility of evaluating the merits 
and risks associated with the use of any information or other content and for any decisions based on such content.

All investments in securities carry risks, including the risk of losing one’s entire investment. Investing in stocks, bonds, exchange 
traded funds, mutual funds, and money market funds involve risk of loss. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of 
risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable or suitable for a particular investor's financial 
situation or risk tolerance. Some securities rely on leverage which accentuates gains & losses. Foreign investing involves greater 
volatility and political, economic and currency risks and differences in accounting methods. Future investments will be made under 
different economic and market conditions than those that prevailed during past periods. Past performance of an individual security is 
no guarantee of future results. Past performance of Ensemble Capital client investment accounts is no guarantee of future results. In 
addition, there is no guarantee that the investment objectives of Ensemble Capital’s core equity strategy will be met. Asset allocation 
and portfolio diversification cannot ensure or guarantee better performance and cannot eliminate the risk of investment losses.

As a result of client-specific circumstances, individual clients may hold positions that are not part of Ensemble Capital’s core equity 
strategy. Ensemble is a fully discretionary adviser and may exit a portfolio position at any time without notice, in its own discretion. 
Ensemble Capital employees and related persons may hold positions or other interests in the securities mentioned herein. Employees 
and related persons trade for their own accounts on the basis of their personal investment goals and financial circumstances.

Some of the information provided herein has been obtained from third party sources that we believe to be reliable, but it is not
guaranteed. This content may contain forward-looking statements using terminology such as "may", "will", "expect", "intend", 
"anticipate", "estimate", "believe", "continue", “potential” or other similar terms. Although we make such statements based on 
assumptions that we believe to be reasonable, there can be no assurance that actual results will not differ materially from those 
expressed in the forward-looking statements. Such statements involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions and should not be 
construed as any kind of guarantee.
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